(TO BE PUBLISHED IN PART I SECTION 2 OF THE GAZETTE OF INDIA)

Government of India
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions
Department of Personnel & Training

North Block, New Delhi,
Dated the 12th June, 2019

NOTIFICATION

No. 44011/1(s)/2016-Estt.(B) Consequent upon completion of tenure of three years, Shri Madhusudan Prasad has relinquished the charge of the post of Member, Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB), with effect from 31.05.2019 (afternoon).

(Kabindra Joshi)
Director (E-II)
Tel.No.23093180

The Manager,
Government of India Press
Minto Road, New Delhi-110002

Copy to:

1. Shri Madhusudan Prasad, former Member, PESB, CGO Complex, New Delhi.
2. Shri K.D.Tripathi, Chairperson, PESB, CGO Complex, New Delhi.
3. Shri M.K.Gupta, Member, PESB, CGO Complex, New Delhi.
4. Office of Secretary, PESB, CGO Complex, New Delhi.
6. Cash Section, Department of Personnel and Training.
7. Deputy Secretary (Admn.), DOPT, North Block, New Delhi.
8. PS to MoS(PP)/ PSO to Secretary(P)/ Sr.PPS to EO&AS/ Sr.PPS to AS(SRK)/ PPS to AS(LR)/ PPS to AS (Estt.)/ JS(GJ)/ JS(MR), DoP&T.
9. SO(Ad.I)/ SO(Ad.II)/ SO(Ad.III)/ SO(Ad.IV)/ SO(Vig.)/ SO(RTI)/ SO(PGCell)/ Parliament Section/ Library, MHA/ SSO/ EO(CM), DoP&T.
10. E-Office Team.
11. NIC, Department of Personnel and Training, North Block, New Delhi for uploading the notification on the website of this Department.